Faculty of Music Practice Rooms - Terms of Use

No food or drink to be brought into the practice block.
*If you wish to take refreshment please visit the student common room where there is a water dispenser.*

Please ensure the doors are closed properly – a firm push is required to ensure an acoustic seal.

Please follow the instructions for use of the air conditioning.

Do not remove music stands, piano stools or chairs from the practice block.

Please do not attempt to move the pianos.

Please do not attempt to adjust the acoustic panels.

Please turn off the lights, air circulation, air conditioning and close piano lids when leaving rooms.

Please report any problems with the rooms or pianos to office@music.ox.ac.uk

Acoustic panel adjustment

These panels are heavy so please do not attempt to adjust them.

Please contact a member of administrative staff if you wish to discuss adjusting the acoustic panels or email office@music.ox.ac.uk

Air conditioning

There are two complementary air conditioning systems in the rooms. There is an air circulation fan system which is controlled by the adjustable knob marked ‘Stop – Max’. This circulates air from outside and in moderate temperatures this is probably all that is required to achieve a comfortable atmosphere.

The air conditioning unit is controlled by a remote handset. To turn on/off press the yellow button on the handset; it can also be turned on and off on the unit itself. The only adjustments you should make are to turn on/off and select a temperature using the ‘Temp’ up and down buttons.

Please do not select a temperature higher than 22 degrees C.

Please turn off both the air conditioning and air circulation system when you leave the room.